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Welcome to Startup Report Austria !
For the third year running, I have the pleasure to extend a very warm welcome to this year’s edition of Startup Report Austria. I’m glad you share the passion for and the interest in the Austrian startup ecosystem. My name is Florian Kandler, I’m a three-time founder, fundraising veteran, passionate startup advisor, and publisher of Startup Report Austria. This report is
part of my passion project called GetFunding.how, that aims to inspire and help European startup
founders. I hope you enjoy seeing how many great Austrian startups received funding in 2017. And I
hope you enjoy the insights those founders share in the Q&A section of this report.

T

his is already the third edition of this report in Austria. It is the most complete,
freely available yearly list of startup
fundings above € 250.000 of the past
year. All of the information in the report was
validated by the startup’s founders. And it is a
compendium of startup knowledge, insights
and tips, shared by the founders of these successful startups. On top of that, a series of startup ecosystem insiders share their expert
knowledge and perspectives on the Austrian
ecosystem in guest articles in the first section of
this report.
Two reasons motivated to spend days, evenings
and weekends in May and June, putting together
this report: Firstly, because of the enthusiastic
feedback I received when I did Startup Report
Austria the last two years. Several national and
international journalists already asked me when
the new 2017 insights and numbers would become available. And secondly, because of my passion for helping to contribute to “pay it forward” to
the Austrian startup ecosystems - and ecosystem
that also helped me a lot with my three startups.
Top Trends of Startup Report 2017
Having compiled the data for the reports for three
years now, I discovered a few very interesting
trends.
More money invested: 2017 showed more fund-
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ing deals and a higher total amount of funding. A
clear indicator that Austrian startups manage to
attract venture funding.
More international investors investing into
Austrian startups: already last year, more than
50% of all funding rounds included a substantial
part of the money coming from non-Austrian investors. In 2017, this trend continued: more than
70% of all investment rounds of € 1 million and
above had substantial international investors.
And even 50% of smaller rounds of less than € 1
million had substantial parts of the funding coming from international investors.
More large deals of € 2 million and above:
while in 2015 there was no deal of over € 5 million
and only three of € 2 million and over; this number
grew to 17 deals of € 2 million and above in 2017! A
very strong signal that Austrian startups continue
to grow, AND that they can attract these amounts
of money - in good part from abroad (see above).
Business Angels on the rise: The fourth very
interesting trend lies in Angel investing. More
funding rounds have been done by Business Angels than ever before. Larger amounts have been
invested by groups of Angels. In part, this has become possible by the growth of Angel networks
and investment communities like Startup300,
primeCROWD, aws Business Angels, AAIA and
platforms like Conda.

Celebrating Successes
There are great, successful entrepreneurs in
Austria! And they are getting more and better every year. But the Austrian startup ecosystem is still
not as visible and tight-knit as I have seen in Berlin,
London and Silicon Valley. And thus, many of the
successes go unnoticed, without the potential to
influence the decision of the next generation of
potential entrepreneurs.
For that reason, I wanted a report to exist in this
world, which celebrates the successes of the ecosystem. A report with a focus on the people behind the successes. A report from the community, for the community.
Final Notes
People asked me, why this report is in English language. There are a couple of reasons. One is, that

there are more and more international founders,
who moved here from abroad to make Austria
their startup’s home.
But also, the information, the successes, the
knowledge in this report shall be able to travel
across borders and language barriers. For that
European founders, investors, mentors and ecosystem supporters can learn from each other,
get to know each other and form a community
that spans this whole great continent of ours:
Europe!
Sincerely yours,

Florian Kandler
florian@getfunding.how
LinkedIn | Facebook
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With thanks to
our Content Sponsors
and contributors
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Setting the course for the future of
banking
Guest article by Hannes Cizek, Head of Group Digital Banking at Raiffeisen Bank International (RBI)

One could say that the so-called New Normal of Banking began in 2008 with Lehman Brothers’ notorious bankruptcy. Since then, the regulatory environment for banks has tightened and banks have had
to reinvent their business models. A recent regulatory driver in the EU that is permanently changing
the financial services sector is the PSD2 (Payment Services Directive 2), which forces banks to open
up to third party providers such as Fintechs and pass on customer data on request. In the EU, PSD2
thus lays the regulatory foundation for Open Banking and is a driving force behind the banks’ fintech
engagement.

Raiffeisen Bank International (RBI) launched its
first fintech partnership program Elevator Lab
in 2017. After an intensive selection, five international fintech start-ups made it into the program. All five start-ups have completed pilot
projects and have gone into further tests and
implementations. Only three months after the
end of the program, the Austrian RegTech startup kompany signed a contract with RBI for a
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next-generation KYC solution. For the Austrian
fintech community, this contract is much more
than just a headline in the newspapers. It is a
signal that large companies like RBI are entering
the digital banking field - but not as competitors
but as partners. Banks offer sound market experience and regulatory know-how, sufficient
capital (think corporate venture capital like RBI’s
Elevator Ventures) and a loyal customer base.
In return, fintechs offer their expertise in cutting-edge technologies such as Advanced Analytics or Distributed Ledger (Blockchain) technology.

The collaboration between banks and fintech
start-ups is also on the agenda of the new Austrian Fintech Advisory Council, which was initiated by the Ministry of Finance in spring 2018.
The council includes representatives of traditional banks, insurance companies and venture
capital firms as well as fintechs, regulators and
legislators. RBI is actively involved in the council’s work as banks need an audit-proof and
fully compliant environment for working with
fintechs to test services and products based on
new technologies. Another aim is to install the
council as a platform for stakeholders to openly
discuss politically relevant issues in the fintech

© RBI / David Sailer

But PSD2 is only one side of the story of why
banks are increasingly opening up to fintechs
these days. Over the past ten years, the banking
industry has seen groundbreaking innovations
and drastic changes in the use of new technologies, but also in consumer behavior. For many
customers it is completely normal to carry out
banking transactions via mobile banking and
banking apps on their smartphones, to pay contactless at the supermarket checkout and to
only in exceptional cases visit their bank branch
for personal advice. Meeting the needs of their
customers has become a real challenge for traditional banks. Offering reliable products based
on the latest technologies while simultaneously
meeting all regulatory requirements is a complex task. A task that is better done in partnership with fintechs.

field. After all, we are currently setting the course
for the future of banking. And one thing is clear:
the partnership between banks and fintechs will
play an important role in it.

Hannes Cizek.
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Why we are convinced that the
start-up ecosystem in Austria needs
to become more professional
Guest article by Bernhard Lehner and Michael Eisler, Founders of Startup300
Two and a half years ago, startup300 started
investing in startups as a business angel network.
Meanwhile, the startup300 AG is running a consortium that offers deals and services to startups,
investors and companies of the old economy. The
shared goal of all of these activities: to boost the
professionalization of the Austrian startup ecosystem.
Over the last few years, it has become easier to
be successful with a startup founded in Austria.
This is the case not because of the favorable
legal conditions for startups in this country or
because of Austrians’ outstanding passion for
founding. In fact, the dynamic development of
the startup community is carried forward by passionate founders, a small number of outstandingly
dedicated business angels, a strong public funding landscape and the services associated with
it, several initiatives from the community itself (such
as AustrianStartups and the numerous coworking
spaces), a TV show for founders called “2 Minuten, 2 Millionen” (“2 minutes, 2 million”) as well as
individual lighthouse projects that even had an
international reach, like the venture capital fund
SpeedInvest, the most important startup festival,
Pioneers or the accelerator, Startup Live.
Compared internationally, however, the startup
ecosystem in Austria has hardly been able to gain
ground over the past few years. After all, it has
become clear throughout Europe and the entire
world how important dynamic startup ecosystems
are for our digitalized future. And that is why people are pounding the gas pedal all over.
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about 40 investments. Together, we invested up to
800,000.00 euros per seed round. Needless to
say, the fast structuring of larger business angel
rounds is also one of the benefits of a business
angel network.
And because we are so active, we quickly realized what the current weaknesses of the Austrian
ecosystem are. To name just a few of the most
important examples: It is still difficult to structure
financing rounds that go beyond business angel rounds; many founders but also most investors
are still unfamiliar with the typical and often internationally approved most important clauses of
a startup investment contract; for many founders,
the “lean startup” is a theory but not a practice;
Austrian companies looking for and in need of the
innovation and talents of startups often use the
wrong tactics to approach them; in general, the
founding rate among college graduates in Austria
is still much too low to initiate a real competition
of the best and brightest and so on, and so on.

And on we go, we are pioneers!

Too little of everything…
The small size of the Austrian market is not an advantage in this ruthless international competition.
It almost seems as if we had too little of everything: barely any political will to sponsor startups,
not enough passionate founders, much too little
private venture capital, too few stable communication structures between the stakeholders of the
startup ecosystem, not enough of an international
network, too few successful “lighthouse projects”,
too little readiness to talk about our successes
and draw attention to startups through good
storytelling.
startup300 and its by now over 140 business angels have been very active players in the startup ecosystem from the very beginning. In the first
year, we invested about 15 times, in the second
year 20 times; at the moment, we have reached

For us, the only logical reaction was to try and
create structures and offerings that can begin
to lessen these problems in the short and medium
term. With factory300, we have introduced a startup campus at the Tabakfabrik in Linz that should
not only become the work, education and networking hub for startups in Upper Austria but also
become closely connected to other campuses of
this kind in Austria and Europe. We have come a
huge step closer to that goal with our partnership
with Talent Garden, one of the biggest coworking space providers in Europe. Local competence
centers that are embedded in a larger national
and international network are absolutely vital for
building successful ecosystems!
With think300, we have founded a subsidiary
company that makes established companies and
especially their employees “startup ready”. With
capital300, startup300 is also investing in a venture capital fund that broadens the supply of expansion financing for startups.

We have taken another important step with the
acquisition of “Pioneers”. With the Pioneers events,
our network has gained the expertise to run incredibly exciting and internationally established
event formats for startups, investors and innovative
companies. There is also a true pioneering spirit
behind Pioneers: For nine years, it has grown its
expertise surrounding events and innovation consulting for established companies. Several smaller
strategic investments of the startup300 AG round
off the current status of the ecosystem.

Professionalism, end-to-end supply,
and international networking
Our goal is to turn startup300 into a profit-generating and professional consortium. We want to run
an ecosystem that is equipped with strong structures and that is stable and built to last in order to
be a reliable and powerful partner for established
companies, for other startup ecosystem partners,
and for large international players.

But we will never lose track of our most important
goal: to create an offering that will make more
and even better startups possible in Austria.

Bernhard Lehner & Michael Eisler.
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A clear vision to shape the future
Guest article by Andreas Nemeth, CEO of UNIQA Ventures

Corporate venture capital has gained momentum worldwide in recent years. Let it be Google Ventures,
Intel Capital, CommerzVentures, Allianz X and many more. The reasons why many Corporates have
become active VC players, are diverse. Changing customer behavior, a challenging market environment and the proliferation of disruptive new technologies are driving companies to seek alternatives
to traditional business models and to boost growth.

This trend has touched down in Austria only
recently. By starting to invest in startups two
years ago, UNIQA group has been a true pioneer
in Corporate-backed Venture Capital in CEE region and has subsequently founded a dedicated entity, UNIQA Ventures, to spearhead its engagement with and investments in startups.

UNIQA vision 2030
Founded in 1811, UNIQA has grown over the
course of 200 years to one of the leading insurance groups in Austria and CEE. Now serving
more than 9.5 million customers in 18 European
countries, UNIQA is thinking ahead. Since 2016
UNIQA has a clear vision: helping customers to
cater for a “Safer, Better, Longer Living”. To put
this to life, the aim is to build and engage in ecosystems around the four main strategic areas:
•

Future of Health

•

Future of Mobility

•

Smart Home

•

Financial life & becoming a true risk buddy

The role of UNIQA Ventures
UNIQA Ventures should bring disruptive innovation and transformation to the next level. Besides incremental change through product and
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process innovation in its core business units,
UNIQA Ventures is aiming much higher: Enabling more radical innovation and looking for
new and potentially disruptive business models.
This ensures early access to new markets, bright
ideas and best talent that would otherwise not
be available to the group.
Rather than having internal focus by finding
strategic investments for the group, UNIQA
Ventures’ key objective is to generate superior
financial returns. Moreover, it helps to build a
vivid startup ecosystem that over time can complement the group’s core business.
The startup portfolio includes internationally
established and fast-growing companies:
•

BSURANCE: An Insurtech company from
Austria that is specialized in B2B2C sales
models

•

FINABRO: An online adviser for personal
saving and investing

•

FINCOMPARE: The leading German platform
in the financing solutions field for medium-sized enterprises based in Berlin

•

FRAGNEBENAN: The leading neighbourhood social network in Austria

•

TWISTO: An innovative payment services
provider based in Prague

Within 24 months UNIQA Ventures has invested
of around € 5 million and has had a substantial
exit already: INZMO, an Estonian Insurtech company was sold successfully.

UNIQA Ventures is looking forward to working
with outstanding startup teams and would like
to accompany them on their way to conquer new
markets and lead transformational change in
their industry or vertical. Our targets are startups in later seed stage with strong teams, proven product-market-fit, good traction and revenue growth and also startups in growth stage

- to finance scale-up. Usual ticket size for initial
investments is EUR 500k to 2m. If you want to get
in contact please go to www.uniqaventures.com.

Andreas Nemeth.
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Brand building for Startups on TV
Guest article by Camilla Sievers, Head of Unit 3 at IP Österreich – Media Group RTL, Founder of
treats.io

Every young company reaches the point where coverage and brand building is necessary to grow from
a small business into a massive one. In most cases reaching and testing a product on a mass audience
is going to determine the level of success.

The Media Group RTL, being the biggest media
house in Europe, had it’s eyes set on helping
startups in Austria to get more advertising time
on television in order to identify their potential
and help them reach the next growth stage. The
IP Österreich’s Unit 3 functions as a success-driven provider, supporting companies to build and
develop their marketing strategy and accelerating their sucess via performance-based „media
4 revenue share“ deals. This offer has been developed by a founder for founders.

Trends in the Austrian startup ecosystem in 2017
2017 particularly saw developments in the institutional space, the creation of hubs where knowledge transfer and interdisciplinary cooperation
can happen more easily. Hence, at the Media
Group RTL we focus on cooperating with key
players within that environment, in order to analyze the integral parts most important for founders
and contribute in making it better and more diverse in its offers.

Accepting the challenge
What convinced me to take on this new role at
IP Österreich was really the freedom to shape a
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startup friendly offer, which not only works transparently but also sustainably for the company in
the long run. There had to be other options than
giving up equity for a one-time service.

Tips for startups advertising on TV
I think it is extremely important to consult a startup
what a successful TV campaign entails. It starts
with identifying the company’s short-term and
long-term goals and for which scenarios an ad
campaign is best used and which media strategies should be deployed. Lots of other factors,
such as SEO, server stability, production cycles
and logistics have to be ready for massive numbers of customers.
After all advertising is only a small part of the
marketing mix and an integral part of our offer is
to help position the company so that everything
goes as well as it possibly can.

with the right people (investors, corporates, media
houses, other customers,..) at the right time to foster exchange, in order to help and learn from one
another.

Milestones & what’s ahead
We’ve already had successful campaigns, are
dealing with 7 figure media volumes after only
a couple of months and are building a network
of key players helping us take companies to the
next level. Of course, we have and still are developing strategies within the ecosystem in Austria
and abroad, which means connecting our clients

I am really looking forward to expanding our network, growing our service and working with amazing companies, seeing them take off and leave
their mark on the world.

Camilla Sievers.
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2017 – the year the Graz startup
scene grew up
Guest article by Matthias Ruhri, Head of Company Builder, Up to Eleven

According to the British daily newspaper „The Guardian“, she is “Vienna’s cooler little sister”: Graz with
its 265.000 inhabitants offers an unique mix of innovative work of young up-and-coming designers,
a big student community and a pinch of metropolitan flair. Graz not only called attention to herself
because of its cultural highlights but also due to its small but further growing startup scene. And 2017
was definitely a year of highlights for the Graz startup system.

The year started with a big boom: a big investment of 12 million euros for USound – the
startup that will most probably revolutionize
the loudspeaker market as first-mover with its
outstanding micro-speaker technology. Then
there is mything, the first market place for
designer pieces, 3D printed at a local manufacturer. 2,1 million euros right before launch!
appers, FITAPP, teamazing, Schrott24, meo Energy, LOGOSHUFFLE, VisoCon - 2017 has a lot of
investment success stories to tell. Graz hasn’t
seen such an accumulation of venture capital
for innovative start-ups in years – probably never before. Graz obviously grew out of the teething phase.

It’s all about cooperation and giving back
The startups and the initiatives in the small local startup scene of Graz are well connected
with one another. This allows quick and easy
exchange of experiences and new potential
solutions which is fantastic. This exchange takes
place, for example, at the monthly regular’s ta-
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ble “Startup Spritzer” and many other networking events. Also quality of life in Graz is high.
The four universities, two universities of applied
sciences and two university colleges of teacher
education offer enormous brain power. A small
but excellent scene has established where the
leading players in the scene talk with each other. Personal interests, attitudes and sensitivities are put aside for the good cause which is
great. There is still some potential for improvement here and there but the Graz startup scene
moves in the right direction.
There are definitely a lot of amazing startups
in Graz. For example Timeular with its innovative Kickstarter-funded time tracking device. I
am happy about the progress of Timeular as I
was able to support them at a very early stage
at the term-long university course “Gründungsgarage”. Also other startups like Studo (organization app for students), Doro Turbine (turbine
for small-scale hydropower) and HADIapp (online platform for service companies and craftspeople) show that it’s worth investing in support
for young founders. The magic happens where
we foster a “give back” mentality and start to
give back something to the startup community.
Nothing but good has come of it.

© rawpix.at – Photography by Stefan Warmuth

Graz on the rise

We as Up to Eleven have seen a lot of startup
ideas from Austria and we have a good in-depth
understanding of what happens in the regional
startup scene. We want to attract the region’s
best brains around Up to Eleven to establish a
digital founder scene that is successful internationally. I’m convinced that real startup founders are not satisfied by only building one startup. Maybe the first startup you found is going
through the roof. Maybe not. The crucial thing
here is to believe in yourself and to assess your
own strengths and abilities accurately. Nowhere
else the learning curve is as steep as in a startup

environment. Find the right partners and go up
to eleven – maybe right out of Graz!

Matthias Ruhri.
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The startup community in Austria
is consolidating. What is next? Go
global!
Guest article by Rafael Rasinger, Lead for Startups & New Corporates, AUSSENWIRTSCHAFT AUSTRIA

“Founding a startup or startup-related company is cool!“ This was, and still is, the slogan or mind-set
for many founders, as they get media attention and public or private funding during this decade in
Austria. Scaling, pivoting and KPIs were popular buzzwords.

Receiving investments, pitching on cool stages
and talking on televisiontelevision, is cool and
can bring the desired attention needed to attract future customers for B2C-startups.
In the end, the investor(s) investing their money
want to see a return. Employeeesrs cannot pay
their bills working at cool co-working spaces, free
office drinks or table soccer competitions in the
long run.
Long-term, a startup needs to scale up successfully and have an exit strategy as its target. The
goal is to sell the startup to a corporate or to go
public. The other option is to pivot into a niche
whereby it keeps its size if possible… or it inevitably fails.

Failing does not mean the end
Failing does not mean the end, to the contrary:
The talent, which grew trough or within the startup
remains and shares its experience either through
founding a new startup, consulting or as a corporate innovation employee.
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Corporates profit from these people, as they
have an innovative mind-set, which forces these
companies to update their structures thereby allowing disruption and new business approaches.
The consolidated startup hype means, that success is possible, if founders agree to cooperate,
scale and internationalize.
The cooperation with other players or corporates
is one way to scale or internationalize through
their networks. Austria is a perfect test market to
start due to its size, infrastructure and networks,
making it the perfect springboard to global markets.

© Foto Wilke

However, something changed in
recent years!

The numerous Austrian funding support initiatives
and the worldwide trade promotion network of
AUSSENWIRTSCHAFT / ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA with
its 110 offices helps to get the feet on the ground
everywhere in the world. Get in touch, to scale to
the world via Austria!

Rafael Rasinger.
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The power of investor networks and
other ecosystem trends of 2017
Guest article by Markus Kainz, Founder & CEO primeCROWD

There are a lot of positive things that happened in the last year, and yet, there is much room for improvement almost everywhere in the ecosystem. The one thing, you cannot really do better, however,
is the strong community aspect and the willingness to support each other.

What the government sometimes lacks in providing us, can be compensated by this community driven mindset and all the great private initiatives out there.

The importance of Business Angels
The whole startup ecosystem is beginning to understand that it is not only about raising money
any more. The quality of professional Business
Angels like Hansi Hansmann and Johannes Siller
is their network and profound know-how in various fields. As for experienced Business Angels,
there is one specific area, where they can contribute most: team development and personal
evolvement, particularly, in times of conflict.
At primeCROWD, we follow the same principles.
We encourage this by pooling leading Business
Angels with industry experts from high-level
executive positions and experienced founders.
Together, we can create synergies and boost
growth, revenue streams or follow-up investments.
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The power of an Angel Network
Investors within the primeCROWD network
achieved to successfully fund eight very promising startups with more than 4,5M Euro by the
end of 2017. At the same time, our network has
accelerated to over 700 investors, from business angels to VCs and strategic partners.

We have also launched our masterclass program, where early-stage startups receive knowhow and skills in the fields of sales, fundraising,
growth hacking, UX/UI, chatbots and many
more. Startups likes Domonda and CorpLife
have succeeded the program and received
6-digit fundings by our investors.

What mistakes founders should
avoid when fundraising
Experience shows, that underestimating the
amount of time and resources it takes to convince investors, even the most experienced
ones, can be a critical mistake. Keep in mind,
that it is very challenging to balance both at the
same time: managing your business, while going on fundraising. Therefore, it is a powerful
choice to seek for experienced professionals in
this field.

© Mario Pampel

I appreciate that I can visit a great amount of
compelling startup and investor events every
week. Apart from that, I love the fact that whenever someone faces a challenge, you will easily
get a valuable response from the community,
for instance via the several community groups
on Facebook.

My #1 fundraising tip

Winds of change

Put yourself into the footsteps of an investor and
always ask yourself: „If I had to put my money on
the table right now, would I really do it? Would I
accept the valuation and would I trust the team
to act reliably?“. After making your conclusion,
try to talk with as many investors as you can.
The more attractive your startup is, the easier
it is for you, to get your preferred investors on
board. Never concentrate on one Business Angel
or VC only, have a choice of options.

If I had a wish free, I would change the governmental mindset and approach when it comes to
startup investments. Put the focus on creating
new initiatives that leverage investments and
lead to greater benefits in the following, for instance enable simple balancing of losses. We can
see that many other European countries achieve
to activate local and international investors at a
greater scale that way.

Markus Kainz.
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The dynamics of Crowdinvesting
Guest article by Katharina Ehrenfellner, CEO of CONDA Crowdinvesting Austria GmbH

2017 has been a busy year for the crowdinvesting industry. The platforms continued to build strong
communities and more and more people are becoming aware of the chances that lie within this type
of investment.

Big projects - and real estate
deals

young and innovative, but also for those who
wish to also be there for a long time in the future.

The list of the biggest crowdinvesting projects in
2017 is being led by two CONDA projects: COOEE
alpin hotels (1,2 Mio. Euro) and oekostrom AG
(1,1 Mio. Euro), which was the first real equity
crowdinvesting in Austria, offering newly issued
shares to the crowd.

The diversity of crowdinvesting portfolios
therefore increases and money also starts flowing back to the investors at a quicker rate due
to different terms and faster repayment cycles.

A little further down the list, attention is being
drawn to the fact that the crowd financed an increasing number of real estate projects in 2017.
In fact, with 13,8 Mio. Euro the volume of real
estate crowdinvestings has made up for almost
50% the total crowdinvesting volume. (Source:
www.crowdcircus.com)
This also reflects the trend that we have been
seeing in more mature crowdinvesting markets
like Germany and which is likely to be continued.

SMEs looking for crowdinvesting
But not just real estate projects are on the rise.
Also the number of established Austrian SMEs
that look to the crowd for their financing needs
is increasing and starting to challenge the number of successfully financed startup campaigns.
The advantages of real story telling whilst running a campaign over several months, as well as
building customer loyalty and getting first hand
feedback for new products is not just for the
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Startups - more mature
When it comes to startup investments, there
is a tendency across all crowdinvesting platforms to present more mature startups than
we used to see a couple of years ago. Especially
some platforms in Germany experienced a very
though phase in the first half of 2017, when several large crowdinvesting projects defaulted almost at the same time.
While more mature startups are not immune
to insolvency, a certain successful testing of
the market and prior investments of business
angels or other funding increases the trust in
teams and their endeavors. We will likely see
more co-investments of crowdinvesting platforms and other capital investors in 2018 and
forth.

The future of crowdinvesting
The higher volumes that are being processed
and the ever more diverse offerings to the
crowd, demand better and faster underlying in-

frastructure from the crowdinvesting platforms.
CONDA is one of the first platforms building a
decentralized network protocol for issuing and
managing tokenized equity offerings of SMEs,
startups and real estate projects.
Implementing a blockchain based infrastructure
is the logical step to bringing crowdinvesting to
the next level by utilizing the most efficient technology at hand. The vision is to allow anyone to
securely and transparently invest and sell invest-

ments in companies all around the world, in accordance with regulatory requirements.
This will take crowdinvesting to the next level.

Katharina Ehrenfellner.
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Changing healthcare through innovation and entrepreneurship!
Guest article by Thomas Walbert, Start-up Consultant at INiTS, Manager of the HealthHubVienna

Start-up founders are courageous – entrepreneurs in healthcare even more so! Healthcare is a big
market, offering lots of opportunities and ready for a massive wave of innovation. However, due to the
market’s structure (very concentrated both on the supply and demand side), the regulation involved
and long lead times for product development, entrepreneurs face huge challenges.
On the other hand – it can be very rewarding, as
successful examples have shown, e.g. mySugr
– a Vienna-based startup offering digital solutions to better deal with diabetes.

The coming wave of innovation
Diagnosing, treating and supporting people to
lead healthier lives is complex and requires a
lot of experience – medical professionals will
not be replaced, but rather complemented
more and more by digital solutions. Demand for
healthcare is growing due to factors such as aging population, new discoveries in life-sciences
driving individualized medicine, higher expectations of patients etc.
Digital solutions in diagnostics (e.g. image recognition, artificial intelligence), in treatment and
re-habilitation (e.g. VR/AR supported solutions
for therapy or compliance monitoring) will allow
doctors to do what they are best at: Working
with the patients, to improve their health.

Health-Tech is red-hot – but challenging!
Start-up activities and investments into the
healthcare sector are steadily increasing – global funding reached an all-time high of almost 12
bn. US $ in 2017 (source: Start-up Health Insights;
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Global Digital Health Funding Report 2017). Also
in Vienna we have witnessed start-up success
in the sector (Contextflow, ImageBiopsyLab,
Marinomed, Medicus, Miracor, Scarlet Red etc.).
Regulation and certification requirements trigger long development procedures and healthcare markets are not easy to enter due to re-imbursement schemes or complex supply chains.
Therefore, typically healthcare start-ups need
more funding (e.g. for clinical trials) and face
longer lead-times (both in product development
and sales)

HealthHubVienna: A platform for
open innovation and start-up acceleration
Start-ups and established healthcare companies have the opportunity to co-develop solutions to support their businesses. This might be
digital preventive or therapy support programs
for healthy persons/patients, solutions to facilitate patients’ interactions with healthcare
providers or AI-based image recognition in the
diagnostic field.
Furthermore HHV will be a network for all the
key players in healthcare to work together on
solutions and innovations which will bring benefits for all parties involved: Better services for
a healthy society, less workload for medical pro-

fessionals, lower cost for the entire healthcare
system.

Which start-ups are eligible for application?

To summarize: The HealthHubVienna is not merely a corporate sponsored start-up acceleration
program, but a strong coalition of game-changers in healthcare. All of them – start-ups, corporations, public and academic institutions work
together to “Change healthcare through innovation and entrepreneurship!”

If you are a start-up team...
•
•

•

•

in a later stage – go-to-market is no more
than 2 years away
addressing the needs of both medical professionals or healthcare providers (e.g. hospitals) AND patients
use sophisticated (digital/medical) technology (e.g. AI, algorithms, blockchain, image or
pattern recognition, nanotechnology, new
materials,...) and
look for business development, technology
improvement or fundraising opportunities

Thomas Walbert.

...we at the HealthHubVienna would very much
welcome your application!
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Funding Multi-Millionaires of 2017

Funding Millionaires of 2017

ᴥ Venture Fundings of € 2 million or more into Austrian Startups in 2017 ᴥ

HQ

Amount
(€m)

HQ

Amount
(€m)

Hookipa Pharma

Vienna

50,0

Sofinnova, Forbion, Hillhouse
Capital, Gilead

2011

55

yes

yes

KIVU Technolgoies

Vienna

1,8

aws Gründerfonds, btov Partners, APEX Ventures

2016

n/a

yes

no

TourRadar

Vienna

8,5

Endeit Capital, Cherry Ventures,
Hoxton Ventures, SpeedInvest

2010

130

no

yes

Mikme

Vienna

1,6

Speedinvest

2014

n/a

no

no

Linz

6,1

CMCIC, RBVC, INNOVACOM,
SEB ALLIANCE

no

yes

Parkbob

Vienna

1,2

2015

17

no

yes

40

no

yes

Speedinvest, FBC Partners,
Cornelius Börsch, Christian
Hönig, Nikolaus Futter, Martin
Egger, Markus Ertler

2009

n/a

wikifolio.com

Vienna

5,3

New Alpha Asset Management,
Postfinance

2011

SMARTASSISTANT

Vienna

5,0

Beringea, Ariel Luedi

2006

100

no

yes

JobRocker

Vienna

1,2

Surplus Invest, Paul
Scheithauer

2016

68

no

yes

Weibern

5,0

n/a

2009

60

yes

no

eyeson

Graz

1,0+

eQventure GmbH

2010

15

no

no

Vienna

3,2

Mangrove, Speedinvest,
42CAP, aws Founders Fund

2014

55

no

yes

PlanRadar

Vienna

1,0+

2013

40

no

yes

Graz

2,1

KaPa Ventures

2017

9

no

no

aws Gründerfonds, Cavalry
Ventures, Berliner Volksbanken Ventures, Redstone

Amabrush

Vienna

2,0+

Kickstarter

2017

18

yes

yes

Finnest

Vienna

1,0+

2014

10

yes

yes

avedos GRC GmbH

Vienna

2,0+

Jadeberg Partners

2005

70

no

yes

Maxfield VC, Slovak Venture
Fund

Storebox

Vienna

1,0+

Urban Pioneers GmbH

2016

20

no

no

2014

40

yes

yes

2012

16

no

yes

ROBART

Smartbow
Adverity GmbH
mything

Lead Investors

ᴥ Venture Fundings of € 1 million or more into Austrian Startups in 2017 ᴥ

Found- Team European Global
ing Year Size Investors Investors

Zizoo

Vienna

2,0+

Mairdumont Ventures, aws
Gruenderfoends

Braintribe

Vienna

2,0+

Q-Advisers, Hermann Hauser,
M. Fröhlich, E. Wustinger

2011

90

no

yes

CheckYeti

Vienna

2,0+

Ringier Digital Ventures

2015

25

no

yes

2,0+

Speedinvest, AWS Gründerfonds, Push Ventures

2014

20

no

no

2015

37

no

yes

myClubs

Vienna

techbold

Vienna

2,0+

startup300, Compass Gruppe,
Hansi Hansmann, Stefan Kalteis,
Michael Altrichter

Firstbird

Vienna

2,0

Verve Capital Partners, European
Super Angels Club

2013

30

no

yes

cashpresso

Vienna

2,0

Reimann Investors

2015

14

no

yes

Lead Investors

Found- Team European Global
ing Year Size Investors Investors

kompany

Vienna

1,0+

IECT / Hermann Hauser (new
shareholder), Stefan Schneider (Quidam; existing shareholder),

Eversports

Vienna

1,0

Point Nine, RTA Ventures,
Gerbig Ventures

2013

40

no

yes

presono

Linz

1,0

n/a

2015

16

no

no

Stirtec

Graz

1,0

eQventure

2013

18

no

no

www.StartupReport.at
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Fundings of € 500.000+ in 2017

Fundings of € 250.000+ in 2017

ᴥ Venture Fundings of € 500.000 - € 999.999 into Austrian Startups in 2017 ᴥ

ᴥ Venture Fundings of € 250.000 - € 499.999 into Austrian Startups in 2017 ᴥ

HQ

Amount
(€k)

Lead Investors

HQ

Amount
(€k)

Lead Investors

netinsurer

Vienna

830

Egbert Willam, Jan Bolz

2014

15

no

yes

plants4friends

Salzburg

295

CONDA

2015

3

no

yes

myAbility

Vienna

800

Stomer Holding AG

2017

12,5

no

yes

Logoshuffle

Graz

250+

up to eleven

2017

8

no

no

Waytation

Vienna

750

Hansi Hansman

2016

9

no

yes

investory.io

Vienna

250+

Pioneers Ventures, Startup300, H. Hansmann, Vito
One, Flin Ventures, I.E.C.T.

Perchtoldf.

750

tecnet equity

2012

7

no

no

2016

7

no

yes

meo Smart Home
Energy

Graz

700

Gründerfonds, eQventure und
cfo Management

2014

n/a

no

no

sezame

Vienna

250+

CBS

2014

4

no

no

Robo Wunderkind

Vienna

600

n/a

2014

12

yes

no

Butleroy

Linz

250+

European Super Angels Club

2017

8

no

yes

ToolSense GmbH

Vienna

500+

SEGNALITA Ventures,
Martin Global

2017

10

no

yes

goUrban

Vienna

250+

Alignum GmbH

2017

10

no

yes

2016

25

no

yes

Sarleinsbach

Intellyo

Remote

500+

Jan Bolz, pantarhei advisors

250+

n/a

2009

10

no

yes

Klagenfurt

500+

CleverClover

2015

3

no

yes

Schrott24

Graz

250+

FJ Labs

2016

9

yes

yes

goood mobile

Vienna

500+

n/a

2016

5

no

yes

refurbed

Vienna

250+

2017

7

no

no

Vienna

500+

Not disclosed

2014

10

no

no

Pioneers, su300, Klaus Hofbauer, Johannes Cech

myVeeta
Diagnosia

Vienna

500+

Speedinvest

2011

11

no

no

SCUBAJET

Klagenfurt

250+

Hans Peter Haselsteiner, Michael Altrichter, Startup 300

2017

10

no

yes

Rateboard

Innsbruck

500+

Next Floor GmbH

2015

12

no

yes

Timeular

Graz

500+

Speedinvest

2016

14

no

no

hiMoment

Vienna

250

KaPa Ventures, Pioneers
Ventures

2017

6

no

yes

YodelTalk

Vienna

500+

EXF Alpha

2016

7

no

yes

SK-X optical
solutions

Vienna

250

Dr. Hans-Peter Haselsteiner

2017

2

no

no

ivary

Vienna

500+

Speedinvest

2015

11

no

no

Wien

500+

REHAU

2016

4

no

yes

Wr. Neustadt

500+

n/a

2016

20

no

yes

Innsbruck

500+

Speedinvest

2016

12

no

yes

ImageBiopsy Lab

Vienna

500+

Angel Investors, aws

2016

7,5

no

no

Manacare

Kufstein

500+

Kufgem GmbH

2016

4

no

no

Mattersburg

500+

Startup300, F. Neubrand, M.
Ertler, K. Hofbauer, L. Scherzenlehner, CONDA

2015

7

no

yes

Leonding

500+

AWS, Mapcon

2013

n/a

no

no

GoStudent

Vienna

500

Speedinvest

2016

15

no

no

Grape

Vienna

500

Emil Popnikolov, Aubmes

2014

20

no

no

Onlim

Innsbruck

500

feratel media technologies AG

2015

12

no

no

FOEX

Campfire Outdoors

viRaTec
ENPULSION
Gronda

9Weine
FRUX

Found- Team European Global
ing Year Size Investors Investors

Combeenation

Found- Team European Global
ing Year Size Investors Investors
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Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
Prepare a great business plan and then go through
the list of venture capital firms in Europe, the US
and China. Approach them systematically with a
teaser and ask for in-person meetings.
How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?

trian startup scene in 2018/19?
I want the biotech scene to become more self-confident. There is every reason for it.
Is there anything else you want to share with
the community or aspiring startup founders?
Think big! Understand that finance is the other side
of the science coin. Great science without funding
is not going anywhere. Just go for it big time.

Where ever you are, the journey starts with the
first step. Ask yourself what the blow you just received was good for and learn from that. Just keep
going.
What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?
Not to listen to those who gave you their capital. It
is important to understand their motives. Give in
and support them, but don’t give up on your “big
points”.
Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
Look for personal contact. Investors look at > 300
investment proposals in a year. Search for a chance
to present yourself and talk to them.
Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
Pre! Prep! Prep!

Hookipa Pharma
€ 50.000.000
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
10 percent of a hundred million is more than 100
Percent of 1 million ...
How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
More intense board meetings now taking place in
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Vienna and New York (half/half).
What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?
We have shown to be able to turn more than 50%
percent of T cells to become antigen specific and
with that directly and uniqurely target tumors.

Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Just be yourself and stay true to that.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
Never take “no” for an answer. EMA gave it to me
- indirectly - in the approval process for the first
gene therapy license ever in the EU.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?
Biotech companies are maturing: Nabriva, Arsanis, Apeiron, Hookipa, and many more have made
big strides, product approvals, late stage success,
NASDAQ listings. But Austria is losing them due to
poor capital market legislation - sub-10 rules are
impossible in biotech.

Joern Aldag
CEO

We are a clinical stage T-cell engine for infectious diseases and immune oncology.

What change would you like to see in the Aus-
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Be honest and powerful.
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Don´t add weak arguments just to increase the
number of arguments. One key argument is better
than 5 weak ones.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
I read about a statement from Peter Thiel: don´t
fuck up culture.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?
The startup ecosystem has developed quit well
over the last 5 years - 2017 was just continuing this
trend.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
More talents moving to Vienna.
Is there anything else you want to share with
the community or aspiring startup founders?
Try to understand what your competitors are doing and why.

wikifolio.com
€ 5.300.000
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
A founder has to really focus on growth - act fast
and on a high level of excellence
How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
Funding can be time consuming. After closing you
have to focus again on product, organization and
deals. Stress is different after closing, but not reduced :-)
What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
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round?

and how many choices I could make.

Probably €250M assets under management and a
CAGR of 50% over several years.

What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?

Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?

I think hiring too slow is the key mistake. If the team
has not sufficient time to learn and improve it can
be quite challenging to deliver at a high pace.

The best way is probably to excite other founders
and get intros.

Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?

How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?

Be very clear about idea, approach, team, opportunity. Know competitors and portfolio companies.

I just go out into the mountains or to the sea, relax and remind myself how large the opportunity is

Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?

Andreas Kern
CEO

Europe’s leading Social Trading Plattform.
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did you learn from it?
Too many painful mistakes to pick one... ;-)
Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
Attend events that investors attend.
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
It’s a sales process, it’s all about timing. Try to have
multiple term-sheets at the same time.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
Creation of a more favorable legal environment
with regards to the creation and management of
employee stock option programs.

SMARTASSISTANT
€ 5.000.000
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
Having a strong desire to solve an important problem and to capture the global market with an innovative solution.
How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
It allowed us to hire a additional highly talented team-members, who took over responsibility,
thereby allowing me to focus on areas where my
strengths can make the biggest difference for the
company.
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What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?
An increasing - close to triple-digit growth rate, a
single digit churn rate and having many leading
premium brands as loyal customers.
Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
Attend events such as Pioneers, NOAH Conference, ask other founders for introductions. A true
entrepreneur will always be able to build connections to potential investors, as she will be able to

build connections to prospective customers.
How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
Also, we had many ups and many downs on our
way at SMARTASSISTANT, what keeps me motivated is the firm believe that our vision needs to become reality. I want to live in a world where making
smart choices in thousands of products, service
and knowledge domains becomes as easy as asking Alexa for the latest weather forecast and we at
SMARTASSISTANT are going to make that happen.
What was your most painful mistake and what

Markus Linder
Founder, President, CEO

SMARTASSISTANT’s intelligent Sales Advisors help customers choosing products
and services online, mobile and in-store.
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What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?
Be careful of dead weight (non-operative non-investor shareholder) in the cap table you might get
early in the founding process. It will haunt you in
every round.
Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
Ask around - in your network is for sure somebody
who know somebody ;-)
Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
Try to be precise, self-confident and try to leave
a lasting impression. Despite ideas and numbers,
the investor invests in your team. Also, don’t beat
yourself up if the first meetings don’t go according
to your plan. All those tough and sometimes even
unfair questions will make you and your company
better!
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Don’t be left with just one option. Be comfortable
in walking away from a deal. But don’t over optimize - try to create a fair deal.

Adverity
€ 3.200.000
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
Being a founder in todays world is full of opportunities and risks. It’s always a balancing act of prioritizing short term objectives versus long term goals
– sometimes they don’t align and founders have
to take touch decisions. My personal mantra has
always been: Invest today for future gains.
How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
Not much to be honest - since we always have
been numbers driven it was easy for us to fulfill
certain reporting requirements. On the day to day
operations it’s a definitive value add to have a larger network we can now activate for certain needs.
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What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
Ask for money you get advice, ask for advice you
get money.

What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?
YoY appr 300%. Annual churn less than 2%. Net
revenue retention >110%. Magic Number SaaS >4.
CAC vs LTV of 1:8
Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
Ask around, pitch your idea to everyone, go to one
of the many industry events and extend your network as far as possible. For us, lots of doors were
opened by friends of friends of friends. There are
many gatekeepers in the startup world and you
have to find our way around them to get the important meetings. Also, from my personal expe-

rience it takes a lot of pitches and meetings until
you can see the success – there are only very few
startups who nail their pitches in the first rounds.
How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
Without low points there are no high points. It’s
a natural part of entrepreneurship. Surely some
days are frustrating but the next day might be totally different. As there are so many moving parts
in a young company, there are always obstacles to
overcome. From my point of view, it is important to
stay calm in the storm and lead your team through
those hard times. That also means being the most
optimistic person in the room, it’s part of the leadership tasks every founder needs to bring to the
table.

What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?
The startup industry got more mature and corporations finally opened up and appreciate startups
for cooperation. Nevertheless, we see early stage
capital being available in Austria, but later stage
capital is rare.

Alexander Igelsböck
Co-founder & CEO

Revolutionizing the marketing industry
by helping businesses get the most out of
their data.
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mything
€ 2.100.000
How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?

Listen carefully to your customers, team and advisors.

What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?

When we have short term issues and challenges,
I often think about our vision for the future and
the trend of near production in combination of
mass customization. It’s mind blowing what these
trends could mean for the future and the fundamental shift in how goods are designed, produced
and purchased.

What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?

I’m quite new in the startup scene myself, but it
would be great to see more new faces and players.

Actually, I didn’t get this advice personally, but I
read it.

.

What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?
A very important thing is to stay flexible on how
to approach things while at the same time keep
the big picture (problem solving strategy) in mind.
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For me - coming from a corporate background - it
was key to internalize: “Get Comfortable with the
Unknown.” You will never know enough. You will
always be forced to decide without fully understanding what is coming. As a founder, that is just
something you must get comfortable with. - Aaron
O’Hearn, Co-founder and CEO of Startup Institute

Florian Mott
Co-founder & CEO
The first platform to combine internationally 3D-designed products with near
production via 3D printing while enabling
an Amazon-like form of simple ordering.
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lar idea. That’s the beauty of Austria, it’s a smaller
number of people and easier to navigate. Be aware
that investors have their preferred industries or
types of business, and if so, definitely bear this in
mind.
How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
How do you eat an Elephant? One bite at a time.
Founders face all kinds of crisis: people related,
business model related, etc. - 99,9% of a country’s typical population would stop along the way.
That creates a group of 0,1% of the population who
don’t – a quite exclusive club! In my personal case,
a lack of attractive alternatives was part of the
commitment however painful it would be!
What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?

techbold technology group
€ 2.000.000+
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
If everything seems under control, you are not going fast enough. At the same time, don’t be too uncompromising as venture funding means you will
need to answer uncomfortable questions and you
will be held responsible not only by yourself but by
some big brains.
How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
I put the Smith and Wesson back into the drawer
and called a team meeting on how we’re best going
to spend it. A lot of it was on settling bills…
What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
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round?
We are sailing in well known waters, however with
a brand new boat. Everyone wanted to see whether the boat stays afloat, and when it did, they were
happy to come on board. Eventhough we did not
finish a full year in black numbers yet, the course is
pretty predictable which is reassuring enough for
investors. Our team are all seasoned professionals
which is a certain indicator that they will be successful in what they do.
Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
Get in touch with incubator- and angel networks
(Google them) and you will pretty soon have an
understanding who to speak to for your particu-

We make mistakes all the time, as we try things
and take risks. Those who cost most money were
the most painful ones. Due to my past experience,
what haunts me is the fact that the bank account
inevitably runs dry at some point after a fat financing round and I am asking myself if I should have
gone at a slower speed with less risk. However, to a
certain extent it is high stakes poker, and you need
to go All In or don’t play at all.

What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
‘Hire a great team and pay them extremely well.’
This advice was was given by my COO who as a
consequence was hired and is payed extremely
well.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?
The scene is professionalizing and maturing. The
services and support a startup has compared to a
founder 10 years ago is just breathtaking.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
I would like to see the Government to pick up startups and entrepreneurship as it has been a hot topic in 2016 but gets too little attention today. After
all, we’re all looking for more of the great exits of
which only a handful are serving als best practice
all the time
Is there anything else you want to share with
the community or aspiring startup founders?
You only learn from challenges. It’s worth it!

Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
In my personal case, the entry point was a kind of
fuck up speech in front of AAIA. To generalize: you
will need to speak to investors face to face to make
an impact, see next question.
Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
Have your deck ready, rehearse it with a pro until you feel sick and tired. Rehearse some more.
There is only one chance for a first impression!
Compared to some years ago, there are plenty of
opportunities to rehearse in front of professionals
or even take a session with a coach.
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
It’s all about going a risk together and how to share
it. So have options ready how to mitigate risk which
you can put into the negotiation. Also, know your
bottom line where to walk away from a deal.

Damian Izdebski
Founder & CEO

Vienna’s fastest growing full services IT &
office infrastructure company focusing on
companies up to 100 employees.
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vestor?
Be authentic. Be honest. Don’t say something you
can’t prove or back up.
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Get involved as a Founder, investors love that. Do
not delegate to externals/consultants.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
“Different Battles - Same Scars.” We all have the
same struggles at the end.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?
I see a lot of positive signals as the “scene” moves
to a more mature stage. I also see a lot of talented
people returning to Austria which is key for continuously improving Vienna’s credibility on a global
level.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?

Braintribe
€ 2.000.000+
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?

opened doors to investors for this funding
round?

You need to learn to think bigger, be open to
change, and stay coachable. That said, you cannot
give up your vision or core values.

We had won global “lighthouse customers” and
hired top talent across the company.

How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
We changed several operational routines and began mapping everything quarterly which has improved our reporting and planning 10x. One of my
biggest personal takeaways from my experience in
board meetings is being able to concisely communicate the “few things that matter” no matter the
audience.
What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
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Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
Try to get referred from a close peer or another
founder to an investor.
How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
Learn to think big while acting really small at the
same time. It takes practice, but you can get really
good at “dropping things” that are not part of the
bigger plan. Also, I was a musician before starting

All local founders get better connected. We start
building a “joint playbook for Vienna” on how to
support young founders and one another.
Is there anything else you want to share with
the community or aspiring startup founders?
Don’t listen to people who do not have a proven
track record in their domain. There are too many
“wannabe startup advisors” out there. :)
my first company so music is key for me to refocus and motivate myself during the hard times.
Find your theme song and push through, it will be
worth it!
What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?
We scaled too quickly. We hired too quickly and
ultimately sacrificed our high hiring standards for
a period of time. The quick fix almost always backfires.

Stefan Ebner
Founder & CEO

Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
Find trusted and respected peers who will make
an introduction / referral.

Our data platform enables visionary enterprises and entrepreneurs to transform
BIG DATA into SMART DATA.

Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an in-
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great name.
How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
I was lucky enough to start Firstbird together with
two incredible Co-Founders who are always there
when needed.
A beer with founders from other startups proved
to have healing powers as well.”
Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
Happy customers.
Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
Know your numbers by heart, be honest about
your challenges, be ready to vet the investor with
your own questions and have a very clear strategy
what kind of investor your are looking for.
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Negotiate on par with the investor because an
investment is never a one way relationship. You
are (hopefully) awesome and the investors needs
a successful investment as much as you need a
great investor.

Firstbird
€ 2.000.000
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
In my opinion its all about processes/data and inspiration.
In order to scale fast you need to be highly process and data driven. From day one you need to
build processes that allow a high level of automation and that can support fast growth in all areas.
In order to constantly innovate these processes I
suggest to incorporate metrics wherever you can
as early as possible since you cannot improve what
you cannot measure. Additionally it will be a great
support for your next funding round if can prove
to be a metric driven venture that knows its numbers.
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What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
There will always be someone who is better than
you. Don’t worry about it and go your own way. (My
father)
On the other hand you need to be able to inspire.
You need to inspire your customers so they buy
your product, you need to inspire great talent so
they work for you (and stay) and you need to inspire investors to they invest in you. “
How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
We became a more result and growth driven company after each of our funding rounds and this was
especially true for our most recent round.
Whereas our early rounds supported the initial
set-up of the company and the first steps on the
market our third round was specifically raised to
fuel our growth. Today we are challenging every
Euro we spend to focus our funding on initiatives

that have the highest leverage on our KPIs. That
means that we are spending more time with Excel
sheets and BI software than ever before.
Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
We started Firstbird as first-time founders and
faced similar challenges in the beginning. Since we
all came from the HR industry though we reached
out to our professional network for our first round
and were lucky enough to get some great Angel
investors on board.
Without these initial contacts I suggest to focus
your efforts on investors that really have an additional benefit with you in their portfolio rather
than spreading your efforts to every VC with a

Arnim Wahls
CEO

Europe’s leading employee referral program enabling customers to turn their
employees into a recruitment engine.
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Make sure you are well prepared, do your homework and know your numbers. Try to waste as little
of an investor’s time as possible.
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Don’t be greedy, be realistic.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
Be authentic no matter what you do. Anonymous
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?
Some successful exits and funding rounds in the
recent past, which is the best advertisement for
Austria as a startup country. More and more institutional capital is available thanks to some known
players on the Austrian market, which helps the
ecosystem a lot.

cashpresso
2.000.000
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?

Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?

What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?

With venture funding you, of course, have more
stakeholders with interest in your project/company. You definitely need to be able to take criticism.
Adapt if you get good and useful feedback. But still
remain true to yourself.

There are plenty of events one can participate and
get to know potential investors. Also make use of
your network, talk to other startup founders, etc.
But once you have found an investor to talk to, it is
key to be well prepared. Know your numbers.

How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?

How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?

Making mistakes is part of the business. I think
there is no startup nor even any company without mistakes at the very beginning of its life cycle.
Most importantly learn and don’t repeat mistakes.
In our case there was no single biggest mistake, it’s
more smaller single decisions that don’t work out
as hoped or promised. Then adapt and continue.

In terms of work load it doesn’t really change, you
still have to work a lot to make the best out of the
new funding. Travelling might get a little less, as
you’re not on a roadshow anymore. You’re definitely able to focus more on day-to-day stuff or other
strategic and operational topics you had neglected
during funding.

It is always easier when you started your business
as a team. In that case you have contact persons
that are in a similar situation and you can share
thoughts, problems, issues, low points.
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Believe in yourself and your product, that’s half the
battle.

Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
Network, network, network. Go to events and
meet them personally, way better than anonymous emails, pitch presentations etc.
Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?

Daniel Strieder
Co-founder & CEO

cashpresso gives customers choice in
how to pay for purchases.
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Amabrush
€ 2.000.000
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
Seniority & Professionalism
How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
Things were getting way more serious, and hard
facts (numbers and charts) were getting more important than ever.
What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?
More than 40.000 preorders.
Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
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know any investors?

Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?

Create some traction on your own. If you do this,
Investors will reach out to you, which definitely creates a better negotiation situation for your company.

Via network, friends and connections.

How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?

Know everything about your business, company,
market and numbers.

My relationship with my girlfriend was the best
support I could have asked for.

Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?

What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?
Our development time was too long, as we focused
on unnecessary features.

Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?

Valuate your company confidently, and don’t cave
in too quick.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
Trust yourself more.

Marvin Musialek
Founder & CEO

Amabrush is the world’s first, fully automatic, 10-second toothbrush.
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as on investors/professionals which over all is very
positive and brings more professionalism into this
scene.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
I think that there are still some people in the start
up scene who think working in a start up is just fun
and tabletop soccer. It´s not. It´sfor sure the most
hard work you can imagine.
Is there anything else you want to share with
the community or aspiring startup founders?
Be open to talk to other founders. You can learn a
lot and we can all help each other. Don´t dare to
fail.

JobRocker
€ 1.200.000
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
You need to have a very strong and focused mindset. VC funding is the most aggressive way of funding. Things change rapidly in your company when
you have a VC on board.
How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
More focused and I also needed to build structures. It´s like before you were in Kindergarden
and now you´re entering school.
What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?
Beeing able to be operative positive and grow in
numbers without burning money was a very important step.
Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
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Please go to meet ups and conferences. There are
so many interesting conferences (e.g. DLD, NOAH,
Gamechanger, etc.) where you can meet interesting investors.
How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
Always remember how you started the company.
Why did you start your company in the first place?
You wanted to change an industry - so go out and
do so.
What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?

vestor?
Be prepared, you might only have one chance for
your pitch. The investor needs to see your passion
and focus!
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Know your “real” price. Of course you need to aim
high and drop a higher valuation number. Have in
mind that there will be “ping pong” and you need
to agree on a level where both parties are happy.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?

Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?

It may sound stupid but a very good friend told me
that no matter how motivated you are- there will
at least one time (if not more) where you are totally
devastated and want to quit. Alwas remember after every down - there will be an up!!

Have a great idea and nail it down to a passionate
pitch.

What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?

Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an in-

There are way more players, both on start up side

Puh, there were several mistakes. But you will
learn a lot if not even most out of mistakes. One
was definitely to count only on signed contracts!

Günther Strenn
CEO & Founder

JobRocker is the first digital head-hunting
platform that combines innovative matching and top personnel consultants.
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Storebox
€ 1.000.000+
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
With venture funding you have to keep the promise you gave to your stakeholders before. Pressure
is getting higher and it is very important to manage
growth and set up precise structures within your
company. So think big, but also try to watch your
numbers and structures.
How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
Situation has not changed so far. We do our very
best to make our customers happy, improve our
product and work on our culture every day.
What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
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round?
The name of the KPI metric(s), AND the value you
achieved
Revenue. We had a pivot and it was very important
to show a proof of concept regarding the number
of our paying customers.
Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
Do not send spam emails to potential investors.
Go to events and talk face to face to them.
How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?

strengths and weaknesses. If you have a clear goal
you can focus on, you are able to go through the
valley of tears and death.
Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
Try to work on yourself. Know and accept your
strengths and weaknesses. If you have a clear goal
you can focus on, you are able to go through the
valley of tears and death.

Johannes Braith
CEO

Storebox – Your Storage Next Door.

Try to work on yourself. Know and accept your
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ities of RegTech than anticipated. On the upside,
business has been growing stronger than planned,
just a bit later than planned. In retrospect, the only
things we could have done differently is plan for a
longer sales-cycle budget wise and to invest more
time in pre-sales. Market timing is, of course, as important as the product itself.
Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
Identify the most suitable investors, research who
could introduce you.
Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
Be prepared, be honest and listen to the feedback.
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Before any negotiation, set your own goals and
also set your own walk-away price.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
Focus on where you want to take your project. Listed to the nay-sayers, but don’t follow them.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?
Large exits in 2017 are driving the confidence of
entrepreneurs and investors alike. We have a lot of
know-how in Austria, let’s continue to build great
companies.

kompany
€ 1.000.000+
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?

round?
Annual run-rate of EUR 2MM

A founder has to switch gears and focus on stronger sales growth and continue to be very hungry to
expand market share.

Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?

How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?

Go to your local or national business angel meet
ups, become a member of a startup association,
sign-up on angel.co and make use of LinkedIn.

We accelerated sales and expanded the team.
What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
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How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?

What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?

Try to find a mentor early on who has the experience of breaking down the problems into smaller
and consumable bits. This will help you manage
even the toughest times.
What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?
We provide KYC solutions to comply with the 4th
Anti-Money-Laundering Directive and MiFiDII. Our
solutions combine AI & automation for an industry
that has been slow to move to digital. It took two
years longer to educate the market on the capabil-

Startups are all about entrepreneurs who take risk
to build something new and the teams that create
it. We compete on a global level and need to make
sure we have a legal and tax regime to do so.

Russell E. Perry
Founder & CEO

kompany is the leading RegTech platform
for real-time & audit-proof Business KYC.
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trian startup scene in 2018/19?
More available ressources (people and money)
Is there anything else you want to share with
the community or aspiring startup founders?
Don’t listen to me, listen to yourself

Finnest
€ 1.000.000+
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?

If I like what you are doing, I will be happy to connect you

Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?

Focus on scaleability

How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?

Be funny

How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
I was finally able to concentrate on building our
business again.
What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?
Revenue growth
Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
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Very important question (maybe the most important one of all): We strongly believe in the very basic
premise we are offering to our customers. They really need Finnest.
What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?

Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
A very good lawyer on your side
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
It’s only a game (given by my best man).

I believed in handshake-deals.

What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?

Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?

The angels have professionalized tremendously

Use other founders’ networks

What change would you like to see in the Aus-

Joerg Bartussek
Co-Founder

The future of corporate finance: fully digitalized, from crowd investing to bonds.
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ent in a year. Be open-minded for these changes!”
told us a successful software CEO - and he was
right even if we didn’t believe it at that time.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?
Increasing amount of ways to get in touch with
other founders or investors. There is going on so
much in the Austrian startup scene...
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
Willingness for higher investments by investors
(larger investment rounds), comparable to international ones.

presono
€ 1.000.000
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
A founder must be able to take risk, strongly believe in her/his idea and have enough self-confidence to negotiate even when time pressure is
high.
How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
In general it didn’t change much - surely you can
focus on all your “regular” topics again due to the
massively reduced pressure and get in touch with
the business angels regularly for discussions, reports and exchange but the everyday working day
didn’t really change.
What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
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round?

Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?

We were able to generate a turnover of around
€300.000,- within the first 20 months after founding our company and most of it before implementing our software.

Visit networking events or pitches, be open-minded and communicative.

Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
Visit different events (there are a lot of possibilities
to pitch in front of investors), use contacts of incubators and accelerators.
How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
I keep believing in our product and vision and for
myself personally I do sports to calm down and get
new energy.

Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
Don’t lose yourself in details but focus on the basic things, what you accomplished and what your
vision is.
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Don’t tell fairy tales about some imaginary turnovers/functionalities/... or so - be honest.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
“You will see, your tool will look completely differ-

Martin Behrens
Co-founder & CEO

Presentation tool considering the whole
lifecycle of a presentation and starting
the next generation of presentation.
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Maybe its my bias, but I have the feeling that
more and more corporates approach startups on
eye-level and find ways to establish cooperations,
they get more used to deal with startups and respect them in their potential.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
I would love to see entrepreneurship being a lot
deeper integrated in todays educational systems.
Startups offer (as founder or employee) super interesting learning and career opportunities, which
is underappreciated or just not considered many
students.
Is there anything else you want to share with
the community or aspiring startup founders?
You have to take the first step, nobody can do that
for you.

Schrott24
€ 250.000+
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
You definitely have to aim very high. Most VCs want
to see that you have a case (market, business model, traction, ...) and the capability to build a billion
dollar valuation company within five years. Means
you need to be eager to move at a high pace for a
long time. Many say its a marathon, not a sprint - I
can totally agree on that, although it often times
feels like a sprint that never ends.
How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
After this round actually not too much. We enjoy
a very high level of trust from our investors, which
makes the day-to-day work a lot easier. The biggest
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difference to me was emotionally. I want to proof
the investors right in the bet they have made by
investing into us. It feels like an obligation to pay
the invested money back one day.
Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
Before you get in touch with an investor try to understand how an investor thinks and be prepared
for the questions he/she is going to have, which
is very predictable... Talk to an experienced founder beforehand and get his/her feedback. If he/she
likes it, you make it also a lot easier for them to
introduce you to an investor.
How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?

Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
Be confident. Don’t hide, tell your story and tell it
with pride. The emotions are at least 50% of the
game. You have to know the rules and play by them
and maybe break them sometimes, but apart from
that it is a lot of psychology. You have to show that
you are on top of things.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?
You can see a lot more professional and also later stage startups, this is for sure a very good and
healthy sign for the community. For us being based
in Graz, its also good to see that there is more and
more activity outside of Vienna.

Jan Pannenbäcker
Co-founder & CEO

The digital metal scrap dealer - with a
marketplace in the back.
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How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
You can only go through bad times as a strong
team. It’s super important to have your long term
vision/goals in mind all the time. So many people
will tell you that it’s crap what you are doing and
that your idea won’t work. Soak up as much feedback as possible, be it negative or positive. Pick
what you think is really relevant and constantly try
to improve yourself and your company.
What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?
Although we are not considering it painful, today
we would ship the product earlier. When we got
NEXT Amsterdam on board they taught us about
the lean methodology and how to run data-driven
experiments. When starting to talk to our customers and diving into data, we found a lot of meaningful insights, that helped us to build a product
that people really want.

Butleroy
€ 250.000+
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
First of all you need to decide whether your startup
should be growth or revenue driven. If you focus
on growth, as we do at Butleroy, venture funding
is very important to move forward fast. You need
to have an adaptable mindset when it comes to
changes regarding your business model or product. In our case, we couldn’t grow that fast without
venture funding.
How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
Before the funding round all decisions were made
between the founders. After a funding round, you
have one or more “members” in your family. You
have to keep in mind that some decisions now
include more opinions. Our great investors also
help in our day to day startup life and whenever
we need advice, we can contact them literally any
time, doesn’t matter whether it’s on a weekend or
holiday. Another benefit is the powerful network.
It enables us to make decisions better and faster.
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Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
Get an intro through someone who knows or has
already worked with that investor.
What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?
In our case it wasn’t really a KPI it was actually the
team and our vision that were most convincing. We
are covering a topic that everyone of us faces on
a daily basis - finding time for important things in
your life. As a team we know each other for more
than five years, which proofs that we’ve already figured out how we perform best together. We could
also show that our team has the technical expertise and know-how to build an artificially intelligent
butler.
Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
Try to get an introduction to potential investors.
Use your own network, attend conferences and
festivals, talk to other startups, etc. - Simply put,
do your research first. Check out investors/VCs
who share the same vision as you do or already
have invested in similar companies.

Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
Be prepared and do your research. Check out their
portfolio and talk to founders of other startups
they’ve invested in.
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
First of all, anything can be negotiated. Be completely honest from the beginning and show where
you need help. That way you can figure out early,
whether this specific investor has the needed resources to bring your startup to the next level.

in 2017?
You can feel a positive vibe in the startup scene
in Austria. Many great initiatives have evolved over
the last couple of years and Austria is a great place
to found your company. There are so many grants
for startups and if you put in some work you can
get a lot out of that. The development of the whole
scene, especially here in Linz, are great moves into
the right direction.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
I think that we don’t really need to change the
startup scene, it’s more about changing the surroundings of it. By that, I mean encouraging young
people. Showing that founding a company is something rewarding, even if you could fail. Many people from outside the startup scene have a wrong
image about startups in their mind. Founding a
company is hard, focused and dedicated work. Not
about playing table soccer and throwing out investor’s money all day. We need to find the right path
to transport the right message to motivate young
people and educate the general public.
Is there anything else you want to share with
the community or aspiring startup founders?
Do it! If you believe in your idea just try it out. Talk
to a lot of other people about it. See whether they
are also enthusiastic about it. Gather as much
feedback as possible and believe in yourself by
always having your goal/vision in mind. Surround
yourself with people you can learn from. We also
want to give back to the startup community and
people interested in the scene. Therefore Philipp
has started a YouTube channel, called Startup Life
& Challenges, where he talks about our learnings
and insights.

What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur (and if you can
say: who gave that advice?)
Esther Gons and Timan Rebel from NEXT Amsterdam have a very nice and meaningful quote, they
say that running a startup is like jumping of a cliff
and building a plane on the way down. You have to
try a lot of things until your plane will eventually fly
and it shouldn’t be the colour of the seats.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene

Gregor Pichler
Co-Founder & COO

Butleroy is your personal butler that helps
you to find time for important things in
your life.
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What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?
the community is growing and is more and more
noticed by the public
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
Reduction of employee labour costs for start-ups
Is there anything else you want to share with
the community or aspiring startup founders?
“Try to recruit experienced entrepreneurs as mentors/sparing partners.
Especially as a first time founder, mentors can
help!”

Waytation
€ 750.000
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?

Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?

leads. Only when the lead has signed and the deal
is closed, it is a customer and not before.

He must be stubborn.

Be a networker

Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?

How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?

How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?

Without revenue it will be difficult

The pressure and responsibilities have increased

I think back on the positive reactions of interested
customers

What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?
Revenue
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What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?
I was mislead by too many interested potential

Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?

Cemsit Yelgin
CEO&Founder

Do not over-prepare,
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
show self-confidence

Customer journey analytics by capturing
visitor movements at conferences and
exhibitions.
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What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?
More startups are reaching an advanced stage
and are connected to each other. The eco-system
is growing and getting more experienced.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
Less burocracy.
Is there anything else you want to share with
the community or aspiring startup founders?
Thank you.

Timeular
€ 500.000+
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
Growth mindset.
How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
Started to focus again more on the business instead of fundraising.
What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?
Kickstarter campaign with 400% funding and
shipped within 4 months as planned.
Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
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There is no way around it. Go and get to know
them. They are at every event and they know each
other.
How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
Put them in relation by talking to other founders
who either have the same challenges or even bigger challenges. If that doesn’t work, don’t focus
on the problem 24/7, take a short break, breath
and do whatever recharges your battery. That will
change your perspective and help to find a solution.
What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?
Founding with friends can be very good or very
bad. Make very clear what running a startup

means very early.
Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
Do your homework, investors don’t have much
time.
Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
Get to the point early.
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Have enough money on the bank -> start fundraising early.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
Talk to your users.

Manuel Bruschi
Cofounder & CEO

We help people to work more efficiently.
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got us in touch with a lot of people and visibility
throughout the scene. A possible strategy would
be not to approach investors, unless you know
them of course or get an intro, but put all your efforts in gaining visibility and thus getting noticed
by venture capitalists.
How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
Personally, I gain a lot of motivation out of curiosity on where the journey goes, it´s so great to not
always know what adventure is waiting behind the
next door. So many great ideas and cooperation
already grew out of simply talking to different people so that´s what I try to do in situational lows.
What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?

logoshuffle.com
€ 500.000+
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
If venture funding is the aim when launching a
company, founders should think rather in quick
wins then long-term targets. For any reasonable
funding round a startup needs to prove it´s traction and the ability to keep it for at least a few
months during the contract negotiations. It at best
is obvious that an exponential growth is possible,
a high scalability rouses a certain desire in venture
capitalists which most of the time helps a lot.
How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
Our product grew out of a prototype that we developed in a software company that we owned
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before, “we” that´s my co-Founder Martin Schmidt
and me. We used to hold onto that company for
a little longer but meanwhile it´s sold and we put
that project backed business behind and can focus on the development of our product and the
business behind it.
What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?
We were able to continually hit monthly revenue
targets and hold a slightly positive ROAS.
Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
Our door opener was winning an award right away
only a few months after beta launch, that really

There were a lot and some were more painful than
others – some do still hurt. My advice is when it
comes to trust make sure this trust is well bedded
- in perfectly acceptable contracts. At some point
they might seem expensive, unhip and unnecessary but at a later point in time it might lead to less
stress, insomnia and headbanging against a wall.
Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
Get your visibility and tractions levels up as high as
possible, most of the people in investment firms
have exactly the one job to take notice of you when
it´s time.

mind.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?
The whole scene gained further awareness thanks
to the work of some players, the media and the
public success of a few startups. Therefore, even
more people are willing to take the bold step into
entrepreneurship with their own great ideas.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
I´d like to see more engagement by foreign venture capitalist, Austria is not a big market on it´s
own but it sure is a great gateway to the DACH area
as well as Europe.
Is there anything else you want to share with
the community or aspiring startup founders?
Having Co-Founder to team up with is important
because those are the first people who share your
spirit – if possible make sure they have some development background.
Having a very good feeling about a certain situation is a sign for a lack of information, nevertheless
you should exactly use this feeling to push things
forward and overcome that probably missing input
to a great output.

Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
Sell your spirit for your product and many more
will follow.
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Be reasonable in your demands but calculate in
some downwards room for negations in terms of
shares and company valuation.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
“Cash is the blood in your company – never run
out of it” said by an economics professor during a
lecture I attended back at university. These words
are fundamental in entrepreneur ship as nothing
is deadlier for a company than having no cash left
to act and react and thus should always be kept in

Christoph Lalej
Co-founder & Head of
Business Development
logoshuffle.com is an AI based online logo
generator
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Convince them emotionally and based on your
personalities
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Be patient (or: do not have time pressure due to
bad liquidity)
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
Chose the right partners and hire A-players
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
More focus on and efforts in social businesses and
impact investments, huge gap compared to e.g.
Germany and Switzerland
Is there anything else you want to share with
the community or aspiring startup founders?
Do what you love - you only live once ;-)

myAbility
€ 800.000
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?

opened doors to investors for this funding
round?

Ready to take some risk and to make compromises, team work is key

Number and names of customers, growth

How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
We became an organization with a better structure and were able to think a bit further ahead. At
the same time we needed to co-ordinate the most
important decisions with the funder.
What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
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Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
Get in touch with a multiplier who gives you orientation and supports you to become investment-ready
How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
Multiply the things that work, talk a lot with cus-

tomers about their needs an pain points, and talk
a lot with your partners
What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?
Do not give shares away without a long term perspective, including vesting rules
Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
Are you investment ready? Ask professionals about
it.
Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?

Wolfgang Kowatsch
Co-founder &
managing partner
myClubs provides digital access to the
best gyms and fitness classes in Austria
and Switzerland.
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for you as they will never commence. Be generous. Most of the details of an early round will be
changed in later rounds anyways.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
“Don’t be so ‘reasonable’ in your expectations and
goals!” - Carlos Eduardo Espinal, Managing Partner,
Seedcamp”
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
More diversification and internationalization in
early stages.
Stronger Seed ecosystem.
Is there anything else you want to share with
the community or aspiring startup founders?
Build a great team and solve a real problem for
your customers. It is a great time to be a founder and you will find the relevant support from the
community if you are open and engaged.

Yodel.io
€ 500.000+
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?

opened doors to investors for this funding
round?

What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?

You must be able to communicate for different target groups. Not only to your customers and your
team but also very importantly to your investors. A
founder needs to emphasize on what is important
to them.

Companies onboarded / 700+

Hire fast - fire fast. I would evaluate new hires more
quickly and make a decision within the first month
without grace period.

How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
Our funding round helped us growing our team
and opening our office in San Francisco. Without
this we would not have had the opportunity to go
international with this speed and foster our partnerships with big international players.
What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
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Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
Expose yourself to serendipity at Investor events
(not Startup events) and follow the rule to get intros to investors you want to talk to.
How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
Get great Co-founders and don’t neglect your
friends and family. Also if you have great investors
they are here for you in these kind of situations!

Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
Use your network of founders and investors.
Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?

Mike Heininger
Co-Founder & CEO

You need to get an intro!
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Don’t spend too much time negotiating details that
are important for your investor and unnecessary

Yodel.io allows businesses to build workflows for customer interactions by integrating and automating voice calls.
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continue our journey to grow the company.
Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
The best advice I can think of is moving the focus
away from just money, more to a “how can a potential investor help us” mindset. Taking an investor
on board is more than money, it is building a relationship to them, ask them for advice, and move
together through good and difficult times. And
you don’t want to do that with someone you can’t
stand ;-)

What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
I’d like to see an end of the glamorous startup
hype and evolve to a more feet-on-the-ground approach. What I mean here is that nowadays it’s just
fancy to be a startup and hardly anyone cares if
this can be a viable business. There is too much
slideware produced, but hardly any substantial
products. When I talk to students they seem to
think that getting funding is the goal. It’s not, it is
just an enabler for your (long) journey to build up a
company and make it profitable.

How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
Me and my co-founder (who lives in a different
country) have regular meetings to discuss our
strategy and vision, and recap the past happenings. This is important to fine-tune the growth
plan, but also gives us a chance to see what we already have achieved and what the important next
steps are. This helps a lot in not losing focus and
staying motivated.
What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?
Getting sidetracked from our initial plan how to
grow the company, listening too much to outsiders who actually didn’t know anything about our
business. That did cost some time to realize. We
had to take a step back before we could continue
forward again.

FOEX
€ 750.000
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
“You need a vision and know a path how to achieve
what you dream of. Venture money is an enabler
for that, it helps you to do things (build an app, create a product, run a sales campaign) for which you
otherwise wouldn’t have the money. It is important to spend the money wisely on just the important things that help you getting forward. Focus on
what’s important to the company. How can it grow,
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Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
Get out, get to meetups, investor meetings and
such events. We also had great success talking to
startup-networks.
Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
how can you sell more?
No one else will be able to give you the answers,
you need to know it. Even if it later turns out not to
be true, but you need to steer that ship now.”
How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
Since this was already our second round, the daily routine hasn’t really changed. We simply could

Be yourself, be prepared, know your shit. And
don’t forget it is a 2 way street. You are looking for
a matching investor, they look for a profitable company.

Peter Raganitsch
Co-founder & CEO

Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Be prepared to say “No” to a deal if you don’t like
it. Remember, this will be the start of a long relationship. You don’t want to go in there with a bad
feeling.

We help developers build modern enterprise-grade business applications fast
and with ease
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What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?
Big corporations really start seeing the benefit of
collaborating with startups and more and more of
them understand how such a collaboration can be
successful.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
Even more understanding and appreciation for
how a startup functions and how to support processes in a small company with the infrastructure
of a big corporation.

sezame
€ 250.000+
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?

Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?

Think big and grow fast

Try to make your product visible so they will find
you and not the other way round.

How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
New product ideas could suddenly be pushed
ahead and new sales opportunities opened up
due to higher sales and travel budgets.
What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?
Our IP was secured and the first customer had
signed a contract.
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How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
Believe in the idea and don’t give up too fast.
What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?
Clear responsibilities and role definitions make life
easier, not everybody should be responsible for
everything.
Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?

Have a clear strategy who you want to talk to and
who is a fit for your team and product and make
these choices before you approach someone.
Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
He/she has to believe in the product and the team
in the first meeting. Make him/her understand
what you expect and how your team works.
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Always have a Plan B.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?

Florian Randa
Co-founder & MC

Secure and simple multi-factor
authentication
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my self motivation that keeps me going forward.
Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
Get in touch with Prime Crowd
Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
be prepared, dont be nervous, have respect but
no fear
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
it is your company, dont sell it for nothing! You decide!

CorpLife
€ 430.000
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?

My day didnt change a lot, we are working like before.

The most important thing is the team! Without the
right persons on the right positions it is not possible to rock your business

What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?

How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?

We gained revenue from the first day going live. So
our daily cashflow was interesting for everybody.
Additional our scalable business model.
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Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
Get in touch with Prime Crowd

Mario Nowak
Founder & CEO

How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
Pain, Pain, Pain, if you cross the boarder and entry
to our office then you have to stand the pain. It is

The most innovative employee benefits
platform in Europe.
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If your employees do a good Job, don´t cross their
way with your thinking
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?
Many platforms focus on imaginativeness in
Austria
tIs there anything else you want to share with
the community or aspiring startup founders?
Be realistic as well as a visionary at the same time

SK-X optical solutions
€ 250.000+
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?

ning international prices for our invention which
opened new doors and possibilities

which were not really interested. Try to get them
running with me. Stay focused on your own way.

Sharing Know-how and Money with someone else
who is interested in growing a Business together

Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?

Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?

How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?

Visiting Exhibitions who Focus on that issue. Get
informed there and talk a lot

Work nearly doubled because of running two companies at the same time. New employees were
necessary but gave the flexibility for focusing on
the new business

How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?

What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?
In our special case, it was the patent and win-
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Keep running. “you can get successful if you keep
working while waiting for it”

Try to contact them directly
Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
Be well prepared with an Business plan, market
data and be realistic about what future could bring
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?

What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?

think of alternatives and be realistic about the value the idea/company has

Invest too much time in talks with companies

What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?

Christoph Rauter
Co-founder & CEO
We invented Ski-, and Motocross goggles with integrated optical lenses which
is patented in Austria and the USA and
pending in the EU
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all over the world and even a very big Hollywood
film production and international research organizations knocked on our door. But in the end not
the value of our KPIs attracted our investors, but
the product itself and the potential they saw in it.
Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
Don’t be shy, tell as many people about your idea
or product and spread the word. Enter the start
up community and try to catch them at the typical startup networking events. Additionally, going
to the startup TV show “2 Minuten, 2 Millionen”
worked pretty fine for us.
What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?
We have learned that bringing a product to life is a
very challenging process and can’t be done within
a few weeks. We are a team of passionate professionals and pretty sure to revolutionize the water
sports market with our products. Nevertheless we
needed to accept that Rome has not been built in a
day and even with the best intentions there might
be some things you just cannot control all the time.
You need to be able to analyze and rethink certain
processes very fast. Startup founders definitely
need to be very flexible as a person and company.

SCUBAJET
€ 250.000+
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
There’s not much of a difference in the mindset
between those two. It’s most important to follow a
clear vision, being ambitious and the funding helps
achieving your goals. You are part of an ecosystem
as soon as you have investors on board. The best
advice is to use the enormous network of your
investors, rather than just going after the investment. Figure out in advance what you need the
money for exactly and only get investors on board
who are thrilled by your ideas as much as you are.
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don’t forget to celebrate small successes with your
team. Your team members are responsible for your
success too. If you appreciate this and encourage
them, you’ll accomplish even bigger goals.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
Austria is a small country with great ideas. It would
be great, if more international investors and media were interested in Austrian startups as there
are a lot of kickass inventions and founder teams
coming up.
Furthermore, I wish more women had the courage to follow their dreams and establish their own
start ups.
Is there anything else you want to share with
the community or aspiring startup founders?
Don’t listen to the advice of those who don’t have
to deal with the consequences of your decisions.
You don’t need to convince everyone, focus on the
right people. This applies to your target market as
well as to your search for investors.

Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
Build up your own network, go to startup events
and pitch your ideas. If it’s a hell of an idea, it will
be recognized.
Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?

What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?
We did a very successful crowdfunding campaign
in 2016 and after getting fully funded in less than
a week we knew that this will get huge. We were
overwhelmed and Scubajet definitely nailed it.
This campaign showed us the interest of the market in our products. We got media coverage all
over the world, from Mashable, Trendhunter and
Product Hunt to News Atlas to Newsweek Japan.
Afterwards we got a lot of attention from dealers

Prepare your elevator pitch and know your numbers. Be yourself and be convinced about what
you’re doing. To the investors the founders team
is as important as the idea itself. So stay confident
during your pitches and show them your entrepreneurial spirit.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
Get the work done! And listen to your customers
as they know best and they treat your product like
it will be treated in the outside world. Use their
feedback to make your company and your products the best they could be as fast as possible. And

Sabrina Hanneman
Co-founder & CMO

The most versatile water jet engine for
SUPs, canoes, kayaks, dinghies and the
smallest dive scooter on the market.
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existence, but try to get some exercise and fresh
air once in a while (maybe with your team), eat and
drink something nice (no it doesn’t need to be expensive!), try not to work for one single weekend
every month (meet a friend or spend time with
your family). Otherwise you are not in good shape
when the s**t hits the fan (again). I try to read a
lot, because as a CEO you are not only there to get
stuff done, but to steer your startup clear of future
challenges.
What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?
Don’t trust friends or acquaintances in business.
Trust only professionals. If your co-founder is
a friend, be sure that he is first and foremost a
professional with similar goals like you and don’t
save on airtight agreements. Its a folly to found a
company without the help of a great, experienced
lawyer like Peter (Mag. Peter Solt at Benn Ibler
Rechtsanwälte GmbH) or you will regret it for years
to come. As they say: “There are no good weather
contracts.”

Intellyo
€ 500.000+
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?

Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?

Despite common belief, venture funded founders
should strive to build a valid and profitable business as quickly as possible and only consider venture funding as a means to accelerate the spreading of their scalable business model. Like pouring
oil in an already burning fire. The most important
advantage of venture funding is the time saving
nature of external resources. Otherwise it saves
the founders from customer projects far outside
of the own product scope or sector.

Aside from getting to know investors, I would recommend any first time founder(s) to at least save
some money before founding. This gives you more
of an “investor mindset” and quickly weeds out bad
co-founders, if its clear that all of you will have to
“chip in”. In terms of investors I would recommend
first time founders to start to pitch their ideas to
as many experienced business angels (they are everywhere just apply for early stage competitions
or pre-seed incubators) as possible. The good
ones help you to quickly validate the merit of any
idea. Still don’t forget to speak to/test with/validate
with customers everything, they will finally decide
on the success of your business and your offering.
Funding does not equal market success.

What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?
For our 2017 funding round, our main goal was to
prove the full value proposition for our product after the pivot, which is quite unusual at that stage.
It stems from the unique nature of our product
which spans the full strategy-, content research-,
writing-, collaboration- and distribution-processes. Each step, most people say, offers enough
depth to build an own startup for it, but we believe
in building the first real end-to-end solution.
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How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
Since running a startup and being an entrepreneur is a constant rollercoaster between life and
death situations, you need to “normalise” yourself
from time to time. I know its hard, when you try to
make something happen with every inch of your

Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
Don’t wait with pitching to investors until you are
“ready” with your product/customers/team/round,
rather start early and try your chances. If you have
never pitched in front of an investor and you have
tried it in front of your mirror enough, try to use
the first couple of meetings as a test, without getting to upset. Pitching investors should become
second nature to you in the long term, so get experience quickly. It can take a long time until your
pitch resonates with investors, so start asking for
money early.
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Never have only one (set of) investor in the funnel
and enough runway (month you still got money for)
to close the deal at least without financial stress.
The only power you have over an investor in negotiations, is that he could be to slow or missed the
hot deal and a peer got it instead.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
“There is no MUST-DO deal!” the late Felix Dennis,
one of the wittiest entrepreneurs of our times.

“The market is always right.” from Peter Levels levels.io, an Indy-Hacker-Idol
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?
The Austrian startup scene develops rapidly, not
only on an internal scale, but through its growing
popularity and good reputation. This gets german
and other international investors interested in the
market, which in turn opens up the funding possibilities especially for later rounds considerably.
Especially WeXelerate with its central location and
ample resources was a worthy addition in 2017
giving a home to the lively viennese community.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
I am really curious about everything that accelerates the development of the ecosystem and
broadens possibilities for founders and start-ups
alike. Fostering an open failing culture, broader
early pre-seed funding, structured follow on fundings, numerous projects with enterprises in startup conform timeframes through corporate innovation programs, a startup fast track for innovation/
high-tech subsidies, less startup mob and insider
deals, more international influence throughout
open market and investment rounds, thats what
I would like to see for the Austrian Startup scene
in 2018/19. What generally needs to stop is the
low valuation mentality, that saving on valuation
(especially in early rounds that can be highly dilutive with very low valuations) is a plus for investors.
This myth was busted long ago in very developed
ecosystems and i believe this knowledge will reach
Austria too, in the coming years. It solely leads to
founders who don’t feel enough ownership in their
companies in later rounds any more and leave a lot
of potential on the table in terms of results.

Clemens Jerenal
Co-founder & CEO

We help you tell your story to the world,
kill copy & paste and build the operating
system for content.
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know any investors?
Go to events. get to know people. Get introduced
How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
I have built an app for that, it’s called hiMoment ;)
I capture EVERY success moment there. And on
shitty days, I look at them for some perspective.
What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?

Being an entrepreneur is like standing on a cliff
and jumping down without having the parachute
assembled yet (Andreas Tschas; thanks for pushing me)
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?
Chatbots are finally no longer a hype
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
More women starting companies

Trying to bootstrap when we really didn’t have the
means (people) to bootstrap. We rejected a small
pre-seed ticket because we felt we can go for a
higher valuation later. That did work out, but it was
painful, and we wouldn’t have wasted so much
time.
Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
1) Practice pitches in various time constraints (5
seconds, 20 seconds, 60 seconds)
2) A pitch does not have to be complete. It has to
be interesting. If it is interesting, you will get questions, and if you do the pitch right, you can already
steer the pitch in the direction that you want.

hiMoment
€ 250.000
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
Problem obsession - spend more time thinking
about the problem
Customer obsession - really, really understand
what your customers need
Resilience, persistence - it’s a marathon, not a
sprint
Above all, to found a company, you have to be a
storyteller (but no “”Gschichtldrucker””)”
How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
Aspiring founders think of the (pre)seed invest-
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3) Confidence is key

ment as some magical moment that solves all their
problems. But first of all, the problem startups try
to solve are not inherently solved by money alone
- money just buys you time to solve it. And second,
our brain falls for a hedonic bias - we overestimate
the happiness we get out of future events.
With that in mind, I knew that the funding would
not be the happiest moment of my life, so nothing really changed. We drank some champagne
(thanks to Brandl&Talos!) that’s it!
What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?
Weekly active users > 15% of registered users
Your advice for first-time founders who don’t

4) Investors have 2 risks. 1 - they invest in you and
it doesn’t work out. That’s part of their business.
They don’t worry too much. 2 - they don’t invest
in you and you become successful. That’s the one
that lets them stay up at night. Use FOMO
5) Getting an investment is a lot like a sales and
marketing process. Structure it like that (use a
CRM, create a funnel)
6) Try to get a definite yes/no asap.
Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
Be yourself.
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Set yourself a deadline with investors. Don’t let
them control your timing. If they hesitate, move on.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?

Christoph Schnedlitz
Co-founder & CEO

An algorithm for happiness in an entertaining app experience.
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What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
Less pitching events, other formats to match and
get in contact with potential investors, partners,
customers
Is there anything else you want to share with
the community or aspiring startup founders?
Keep going founding startups with great ideas

Onlim
€ 500.000
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
A business should always be profitable at some
point of time, so there is no different mindset

know any investors?

vestor?

Pitching events, networking

Present a good vision with solid product, show
leadership

How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?

Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?

How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?

Think positive

Open but though negotiating

Not at all

What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?

What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?

It’s always a learning, there are more than one
painful mistake

An advisor: listen to your advisor

What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?
Traction of customers, unique product based on a
good technology
Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
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Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
Events - just talk to them
Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an in-

What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?
Ecosystem and willingness of cooperates to work
with startups

Alexander Wahler
Co-founder & CEO

Automating Customer Communication
with Intelligent Personal Assistants, Chatbots and Social Media.
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Connect with other startups, be present on events
Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
Be honest, don’t try to pack to much information
into the first meeting, rather try to stimulate the
fantasy of the investor what could be possible with
your idea. Don’t compare yourself with facebook,
Google or Apple ;)
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Be prepared, confident and know how much you
really need. Don’t forget the costs of lawyers in the
game.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
Focus on what you do best, hire people to do what
you can’t do well. Pretty sure it was Gary Vaynerchuck
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?

9Weine
€ 250.000+
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
Knowing that venture funding means loss of control and that decisions are going to be questioned
by the investors. So you have to be very confident
about what you are doing. Always keep in mind
that the investors have interest to help growing
your company and that this is the reason for questioning things that seemed to be ok before the investment.
How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
More focus on the big picture, but also more reporting and discussion with our investors
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Institutions like Startup 300 that influence politics
as well as investors are becoming an important
factor in the scene. The political attitude seems to
have changed as well. There is an understanding
to support startups from the public side.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?

What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?

How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?

The development of the again buying rate to over
50% and the growth of registered customers with
over 10k after one year of operations

Motivation comes from the team and the colleagues, that follow a common goal. To step back
and have a look on what’s already achieved makes
moving on much easier.

Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?

What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?

Try to be present on events, show yourself wherever it is possible. Go to pitching contest, since this
practice will help in case you actually have to pitch
in front of an investor. Networking with other startups helps a lot, since they usually have investors
and can forward your contacts, your pitch deck or
just introduce you to the investor.

Too ambitious planning and realizing that the runway is way shorter than expected. Definitely a
more realistic approach in terms of revenue planning, even though investors expect sometimes
more fantasy in terms of scalability.

We still need more capital that’s going to be invested in startups, but there has to be a law change to
make investing money more attractive for private
investors.
Is there anything else you want to share with
the community or aspiring startup founders?
Never give up, if you fail - stand up, try again.

Michael Prünner
Co-founder & CEO

9Weine is the smart wine store that
makes wine buying as easy as possible.

Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
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Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Don’t be arrogant - especially when it comes to you
company valuation
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
Gather great people! (Elon Musk).

Combeenation
€ 250.000+
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?

Size of target group: We managed to serve industry customers as well.

What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?

100% dedicated and determined to fulfill the mission

Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?

How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?

Share you vision with as many people as you can.
Take each opportunity to speak, write and present
you startup.

R&D took way longer than expected. Today I would
estimate it more realistic, and I would hit the market earlier with a smaller feature set.

The mission consumed me - it began to drive me
24/7
What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?
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How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
Make sure, that this is the mission you want to dedicate yourself to BEFORE you start it. You need to
know, that this is what you are supposed to do!

Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
Have great customers
Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
Be excited but stay 100% honest. Don’t exaggerate!

Klaus Pilsl
Founder & CEO

Configurator Management System.
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If you need to raise money before you have a prototype/a few customers/10k signups (depending
on your area), there is a chance that you are missing some ingredients to make a successful startup.
How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
I remind myself that this is not the end of the
world. We are people in the first world gambling
on market changes, employing people that won’t
be homeless if the thing collapses. Nothing here
can hurt you. Take a day off, do some yoga and kick
ass the next day.

What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
More understanding of governmental divisions
that they should buy technology locally if they invest millions of dollars into them.
Is there anything else you want to share with
the community or aspiring startup founders?
Solve problems that make anyone you talk to rant
about them. If there’s something people hate,
there’s a good chance, they will pay money, if you
solve it.

What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?
Should have sometimes hired slow and fired faster.
Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
There is always one story that you tell to the press,
to potential customers and to investors. Improve
the channels that tell your story and make the story so sharp that you can tell it in 150 characters,
making your opposite go “wow, that sounds awesome”

Grape
€ 500.000
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
Understanding the politics behind each investor
and utilizing their network. Great expectancy management for long term relationships. Good reporting and communication skills. Finding the balance
between communicating moonshot visions and
being realistic.
How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
A lot more reporting. Took us some time to establish a balance between transparency and good
summarization. Partnered up with KPMG in the
end, who has a kick-ass reporting system for us
now.
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Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?

What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?
50k paid seats in 2017 - with contracts for up to 4
years.
Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
First get in touch with good low-level incubators.
Like Lemmings in Vienna. There you can learn how
to become favorable for investors. Also, hit up
founders you admire and meet them for a coffee they aren’t Justin Bieber - many feel flattered if you
tell them that you are looking for their knowledge.

If you meet an Angel: Ask them what they can contribute outside of money. Ask for specific advice
on an area they are good at. Most commonly its
potential customers, partners or investors. An
emotionally invested investor becomes very likely
a real investor.
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Giving more shares to an investor with a great
track record is better than giving little shares to a
first-timer.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
Beach Head Strategy
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?
Real tech-heavy bottom up startup initiatives - e.g.
lemmings and more of the large companies collaborating with startups.

Felix Häusler
CEO
Full-GDPR-compliant on-premises-capable business chat for large enterprises,
with automated workflows thanks to its
own Natural Language Processing Engine.
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Rateboard
€ 500.000+
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?

What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?

What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?

To build a fast-growing business and to work under
pressure

Hiring the wrong people

Always think long term

Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?

What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?

Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
Try to go to Network Events and connect with other founders
How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
Always see the potential in the business
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Network Events
Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
Come with KPIs and not just with “an idea”
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Always have a plan B

More Business Angels are evolving
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
More VCs that invest >3 Mio €

Matthias Trenkwalder
Co-founder

Revenue Management Software
for hotels.
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Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
Best is to get an introduction from an Investor you
both are connected with.
Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
Most important is that you know your numbers in
detail and can explain them to the investor. You
are the expert when it comes to your business, not
the investor. If you can prove that you are probably
leaving a good impression at your first meeting.
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
As soon as your gut feeling says that this guy on
the opposite of the table is not an investor you
feel comfortable to work with, you should not try
to close the deal just to get the money. Getting an
investor on board maybe is not like marrying your
co-founder, but almost !
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?
I think Austria has a blooming startup landscape
and that is great to see. Also more and more Austrian corporates are interested in the startup world
and understand that this is a good opportunity for
great innovation. Looking forward to see more of
that in 2018.

Investory.io
€ 500.000+
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
With venture funding also come specific expectations of this specific type of investor. They are
looking for speed, momentum and growth in your
company. And you have to show at a certain funding stage (mostly beginning with seed or series A)
that you can live up to their expectations exponentially.
So just making money and building a sustainable,
profitable company can probably not be your objective anymore.
What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?
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In my opinion there is not just one KPI you need to
achieve and all doors open magically. It is a combination of several factors that need to be considered. A good benchmark is often given by various
investors where ARR, Team, Product / Market – Fit
and so on is considered.

new investors. Then always ask for a personal
meeting which can in most cases be combined
with conferences or other events.

Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?

One of the most important things in life I learned
as founder is not to panic. Yes there are moments
where you don’t know what to do and everything
seems horrible. But you can only influence certain
things. And you know that you did your best to
solve this challenge.

Try to be present at as many relevant network
events as possible. As soon as you are better know
in the community and have gained momentum,
you can ask close investors for further introductions and so on.
Furthermore there are quite some mailing-lists /
platforms that allow you to get initial contact with

How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?

All the other stuff where you do not have direct
impact on is not within your reach, so also stop
worrying about that and focus on the stuff you
have impact on.

Florian Tausend
Founder & COO
investory.io is an all-in-one investor
relations platform. We help Startups and
Investors to communicate reporting information in a simple and efficient way.
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in 2017?
I think that in the last past few years, the Austrian
investors’ scene has evolved much more than the
Austrian startup scene. With a growing number
of investors’ communities and various tools and
platforms to lower the entry barrier of startup investments (such as crowd funding), startup investments today sometimes feel more like a life-style
product.
This brings up a new challenge for startups, especially for those in a very early stage: Being a promising startup with a great team and a convincing
business plan today isn’t enough. You have to be
more promising and convincing than 100’s of other
startups trying to raise some money.
Is there anything else you want to share with
the community or aspiring startup founders?
Of about 50 people who told you in the very beginning that your product was great, only 5 will actually buy it in the end. Building your product is just
the first part, selling it is the second one. I guess
that in B2B, difficulty is about the same for both
parts..

myVeeta
€ 500.000+
What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
Be cautious and have a lot of experience. Because
at the beginning of a project, it’s just too easy to
pimp a poor financial plan with a magic venture
funding that will surely come in a certain quarter.
No, it won’t. At least not as you imagined it in the
beginning.
Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?
Treat your investor search as a sales project, because that’s what it is. Don’t be afraid to spend a
whole week on the phone pitching your company
to the top 100 investors in your area. But if you
don’t have customers, revenue, or any other real-
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istic growth indicator yet – don’t expect to much.
How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
I guess that depends on the stage of your company.
If you are already venture capital backed, think
about where your company might be in 2 years if
you overcome your current problems.
If you have at least one angel investors on board,
take a step back and think about your vision and
the big picture.
If you didn’t get any investment so far, think about
how much you have learned and personally developed during your project.

What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?
One thing we had to learn the hard way: A great
product alone is worth nothing if you don’t sell it
the right way. Especially in B2B, there are hardly
any shortcuts: You will be calling 50 people every
day, going to events, pitching your product over
and over again, chasing every single deal until it’s
closed, and celebrating every new customer.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
Always stay focused. Focus on what’s important
to achieve your goals. And of course, always know
your goals.

Jan Pichler
CEO

Recruit staff easier by staying in touch
with all the talented people you meet.

What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
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50% per month which is a great growth story for
our next financing round.

What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2017?

Your advice for first-time founders who don’t
know any investors?

I feel that some founders spend too much discussing what others (the government, the startup
scene etc.) should do instead of focusing on their
company. I personally think that in order to build a
successful company you should focus on of your
own company at all times. Supporting the eco-system is important, and every founder needs to give
back, however, I often see endless discussions in
social media threads which provide very limited
value.

We were able to generate revenue from day one.
This was impressive for all investors as it showed
our attitude and gave us a lot of credibility for the
pre-seed round. Since then we grew sales with
50% per month which is a great growth story for
our next financing round.
How do you keep yourself motivated through
tough times?
We were able to generate revenue from day one.
This was impressive for all investors as it showed
our attitude and gave us a lot of credibility for the
pre-seed round. Since then we grew sales with
50% per month which is a great growth story for
our next financing round.
What was your most painful mistake and what
did you learn from it?

refurbed
€ 250.000+

We were able to generate revenue from day one.
This was impressive for all investors as it showed
our attitude and gave us a lot of credibility for the
pre-seed round. Since then we grew sales with
50% per month which is a great growth story for
our next financing round.
Your #1 tip to get in contact with investors?
Go to events & use your existing network for intros.

What’s the right founder mindset to build a
company WITH venture funding?
To attract VCs you must have a growth mindset.
Creating a great and profitable business is not
enough. Global or at least European ambitions is a
requirement to get VC funding. Additionally, hardly anything of your current business matters, it’s
the story that counts. Being able to tell a compelling and exciting story is crucial as a founder. This
is what makes the difference between a five and
twenty million € valuation for the same business.
How did your day-to-day change after you got
this funding round?
Before our funding round we did everything (from
customer service to investor relations) ourselves.
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Now we slowly but steadily hired a great team. Our
team consists of senior experts in specific subjects
and motivated & smart students. This combination proved very efficient. Hiring a complete team
also means that you as a founder need to reinvent
yourself every other month. Delegating tasks that
you handled yourself for months is not easy but
crucial to develop as a leader and grow the business.
What KPI/milestone did you achieve that
opened doors to investors for this funding
round?
We were able to generate revenue from day one.
This was impressive for all investors as it showed
our attitude and gave us a lot of credibility for the
pre-seed round. Since then we grew sales with

What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2018/19?
More Series A + B investments from Austrian
sources and less grants from the government
(with less bureaucracy!).
I personally think that some startups only exist
because of the grants system in Austria and have
limited economic value. Without the pressure to
find investors and answer to investors the need
to build a successful business (in terms of profit)
is just not big enough. Some of the biggest startup failures in the last year heavily relied on public
grants – this should be a wakeup call.
Is there anything else you want to share with
the community or aspiring startup founders?
Don’t waste time! Prototype and test your idea
as soon as possible. Ask others for feedback but
don’t follow every advice, you need to know best.

Your #1 tip for the initial meeting with an investor?
Tell a story that is exciting but do not overpromise.
Your #1 funding deal negotiation tip?
Can’t make that public ;-) A good advice though is
to read ‘Never split the difference’ by Chris Voss.
Another advice is not only to read books but use
audiobooks for commuting (super efficient!).
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received?
Talk to (potential) customers before you start a
new project, feature or business model.

Peter Windischhofer
Founder

The online marketplace for refurbished
electronics.
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